For object classification and detection, the algorithm pipeline often involves classifying feature vectors extracted from image patches. Existing features such as HOG, fail to map the image patches into a space where a linear hyperplane is suitable for separating the classes, while many non-linear classification methods are too expensive for many tasks. We propose a sparse tree-based mapping method that learns a mapping of the feature vector to a space where a linear hyperplane can better separate negative and positive examples. The learned mapping function Φ(x) results in significant improvement for image patch classification with HOG and LBP-features over other feature mapping methods on VOC2007 and INRIAPerson datasets.
Introduction
Some of the best performing image classification methods rely on combinations of non-linear kernels to achieve good results [18] . Such methods are computationally too slow for many problems. They are not feasible for detection unless combined with cascades of simpler methods, and even then they are prohibitively slow for some tasks. To overcome computational in-feasibility while still achieving good results, linear models are often enriched with parts [5] or combinations of various features or mappings [12, 16, 20, 21] .
Good features x(I) can be seen as functions that map from pixel intensities I to a feature space where classes are more easily separable. Parts can then be thought of as an additional layer Φ(x, z) where the mapping function is also parametrised by part position z. Non-linear kernels represent another layer that can be seen as implicitly mapping x into yet another (potentially non-finite) space where the classes may or may not be more easily separable, depending on the properties of the kernel. A number of non-linear kernel have been made feasible for a larger number of problems, via finite approximations [10, 12, 16] . Although it is very useful to have a feature mapping approximating a certain kernel, it is often difficult to directly translate this to better discriminative performance for a particular problem, class and feature. Also, many powerful kernels still lack good low-dimensional approximations.
Tree-based classifiers such as boosted ensembles or random forests are powerful and fast, but are not easy to integrate with other well-developed methods that rely on explicit feature representations. In this paper we propose a more direct approach for finding a lowdimensional feature mapping Φ(x) to a space where the object and background classes are more easily separated by a linear hyperplane. Rather than finding a kernel with these properties and approximating it, we directly learn a non-linear decision boundary using boosted decision trees. We then induce the new feature dimensions from the decision paths or rules of the tree. We propose two methods for inducing Φ(x) from trees. We show that they both increase discriminative performance compared to our baseline, to a number of competing methods at a small cost of evaluating the Φ(x) function. Linear SVMs in the tree-mapped space even outperform the original tree-based classifiers.
Related work
Improving the discriminative performance of methods that are feasible for detection is a busy research field. Dalal and Triggs' HOG feature [2] has been extended by separating the single-template HOG model into a number of mixture components and by adding parts, greatly improving detection performance [5] . It has later been shown that somewhat similar performance can be obtained without the parts if the visual similarity measure used to cluster examples is more competent [1, 3] . Exemplar-SVMs can be seen as an extreme case of this, where each example is associated with one linear decision boundary [13] . As these methods are all based on linear filters and HOG features, we believe that they can be used together with our method, since the main output from our algorithm is a feature mapping Φ(x) that can be used as an intermediate step after computing the feature vector.
Feature mappings can also be induced as approximations of kernels [16] . Approximating a stationary or homogeneous kernel with a finite-dimensional feature map Φ(x) to use as input to a linear classifier improves classification performance significantly at the cost of increased feature dimensionality. A sparse approximation applied to detection has produced a 32 times sparser HOG feature, at a small performance loss [17] . The additive classifiers of Maji [10, 11, 12] also have feature mapping interpretations, and are also outperforming linear classifiers by approximating kernels. Our work differs from the above works in that we do not try to approximate a specific kernel, that may or may not have characteristics that are beneficial for classification for a certain problem, feature or class. Instead we directly learn a feature mapping that transforms the original feature to a space where a linear classifier is better able to separate the examples. The margin-maximizing property of the boosted tree classifier, from which we induce our features, ensures that this linear separablity translates to improved discriminative ability also on unseen test data.
Inducing binary rules from a random forest has previously been proposed and demonstrated on typical machine learning datasets [19] . Our methods for inducing features preserve the score of the different decisions in the decision path and allow for richer feature dimensions. We also think that the greedy nature of boosted trees is more suitable for inducing feature dimensions in vision, as we often deal with high-dimensional spaces and many of the original features in x are likely to be non-discriminative or noisy. Rulefit is a method that does not explicitly create a feature mapping, but that looks for sparse combinations of tree rules from a pool of tree based classifiers [6] . The main difference is that Rulefit does not explicitly define a feature mapping Φ(x), so in order to induce dimensions from the learnt rules one would still have to apply one of our algorithms.
As Vens points out [19] , tree-based feature induction also has some similarities to distance metric learning [22] although the flexibility of a tree based mapping is much higher than typical distance-metric-learnt mappings.
Method
Rather than formulating an explicit mapping for a kernel function that may or may not be appropriate, we construct a mapping by inducing dimensions from the rules of a learnt treebased classifier.
Trees are powerful classifiers that are able to define highly non-linear decision boundaries. Even with good learning heuristics, decision trees have little or no notion of margin and will overfit to the data, and to avoid this we base our feature mapping on a boosted sequence of trees. This counteracts overfitting and has been shown to have margin maximising properties [7] . Altough a final SVM layer will achieve margin maximisation in the mapped space, we believe that it is important that trees from which the features are induced already have a wide margin. If the tree-based classifier has overfit, our induced feature mapping will result in a space where the linear separability of training examples does not translate well to linear separability of unseen test examples.
One main reason for inducing a feature mapping rather than using the trees directly is that many existing methods and frameworks (many generative models, clustering methods, detection frameworks) require an explicit feature representation. Hard negative mining is another example of a very important technique that is well defined for linear SVMs [5] , but more of an unstable art-form for tree ensembles.
Mapping the tree by adding dimensions
Each feature dimension z j = φ j (x) of our mapped feature vector z = Φ(x) encodes the decision path S j from the root to one leaf node of the tree, also known as a rule. Starting at the root, the path to a leaf node can be seen as a sequence of decisions based on a number of feature values x i and thresholds α i , where x i is the i:th dimension of feature vector x. For example, a three-level tree might have a path to node j that looks like
, described using Iverson bracket notation. Such rules are inherently binary, so we enrich our feature mappings by also considering distance to the decision boundary or rule margin m j (x). Introducing the concept of rule margin adds some ambiguity to the feature induction, since for a rule j, m j (x) is the accumulated score of its decisions and that accumulation can be envisioned and implemented in a number of ways. The representation of m j (x) is based on how one chooses to consider the dependence between decisions and the properties one wants the feature mapping to have. We present two of our different tree-mapping algorithms and show how their conceptual dissimilarities result in quite different decision boundaries and results for different problems.
Mapping algorithms 3.2.1 LDM -Leaf node decision mapping
Leaf node decision mapping is the most straight-forward addition of m j (x) to the otherwise discrete tree mapping. For a leaf node of depth n, the mapping simply becomes
The non-linearity is encoded through the binary decisions made following the path S j (x). An example receives zero score if it fails any of the binary decisions. If all decisions are true the example gets a value signifying its signed distance to the decision threshold made just prior to the leaf node. Each added dimension can be seen as a partition of space where similar examples are ordered according to feature x j n and dissimilar examples (as they have failed earlier similarity tests) are ignored. Due to this partitioning property LDM closely resembles the decision rules from which it is induced.
PCM -Polynomial cross-term mapping
The margin of an example is often used as a score representing the certainty of its classification. In the case of LDM all information about the distance to each splits except the final one is lost. One could try to retain this information by accumulating the score from different splits along S j .
This can be seen as selecting a subset of all cross terms of a polynomial kernel, where the depth of the tree determines the degree of the polynomial. Since the selected features are all scaled around different decision thresholds this mapping has additional flexibility to that of a polynomial kernel. It is also much sparser since only the cross terms of features that jointly produce discriminative decisions for the particular class are included. Figure 1a shows a 2-D toy example with a complicated boundary between the positive and negative class. A linear decision boundary applied directly to the 2D data could obviously not do a good job here, while a boosted tree-classifier would have no problem defining a jagged but reasonable decision boundary by combining decision trees.
Illustrative toy example
In the images seen in figure 1 a linear SVM's decision boundary is mapped back down to the 2-D example for a number of different feature mappings. We see that a hyperplane is able to separate the negatives from positives quite well in the space of our proposed mapping methods. While the linear decision boundary in LDM-mapped space resembles the sharp decision boundary of a boosted tree classifier, the PCM-mapped line looks much less like a typical tree and more like a polynomial kernel. An L1-regularised linear SVM with a highdegree polynomial mapping achieves a decision boundary that is similar to PCM. In this 2-dimensional toy problem it is possible to enumerate all the polynomial cross-terms to create the polynomial mapping; in real problems this is infeasible as dim(Φ poly (x)) ∝ D d , for a feature of dimension D and a d-degree polynomial mapping. And while a sparse high-degree polynomial kernel does a good job with this problem a χ 2 -mapping would not, therefore this contrived example illustrates our point. Successful application of a kernel-approximate feature mapping relies on first finding or constructing an appropriate kernel for the problem and then being able to approximate it. Our method learns a mapping specifically for the problem.
Experiments
The toy problem illustrated that our tree-based mapping algorithms produce spaces in which the data is easier to separate using a hyperplane. The point of our experiments is to investigate how this translates to high-dimensional vision problems and if such spaces actually result in better discrimination on unseen data. Rather than hundreds of labelled examples distributed in two dimensions as in the toy problem, vision problems typically have many more dimensions per labelled example. We focus on a setting that is quite common in object classification and detection -hundreds to thousands of labelled examples, and feature dimensionality of ∼1000. In such a high dimensional space it is likely that many dimensions are non-discriminative and a sparse model is suitable. This also justifies the use of a boosted tree classifier, since its forward stagewise fitting algorithm has a regularisation that has similar properties to the L1-penalty of lasso [8] .
Decision trees of different depths are able to capture different degrees of interaction between features. Deeper trees are able to capture high order interaction between feature dimensions. However, this makes them weaker at capturing main and low order interactions between features [6] . We therefore experiment with trees of various depths.
We perform image classification and patch classification experiments on Pascal VOC2007, and pedestrian detection on the INRIAPerson dataset.
VOC2007 patch classification
We use Pascal VOC2007 as our the dataset as it is a standard object class dataset, with relatively little bias [15] . It contains 20 objects classes, with instances having a large variety of poses, subtypes and viewpoints. In order to avoid variations introduced by the and implementation details and engineering requirements of a detection framework we focus on patch classification as the main type of experiment. Positive examples have bounding-box annotations, so we crop and warp all positive examples to have the same patch size. We use a modified HOG descriptor [5] to describe each patch. To get negative examples we generate a large number of random bounding boxes that do not overlap with any positive example of that class. We take care to sample negative boxes with realistic sizes, positions and aspect
One criticism against patch classification for evaluating object recognition performance is that the object patches are well aligned up to bounding box level, which is unrealistic in application scenarios, such as object detection. A good classifier for object detection must handle misaligned instances well. In order to cope with this we introduce a random offset of a few pixels to all parameters of the bounding box, this way generating misaligned and non-centred examples.
For each of the classes we learn a boosted tree classifier with 6000 leaf nodes, which allows us to induce 3000 new dimensions. Although we learn trees with different depths in our different experiments, we keep the number of leaf nodes constant, meaning that the number of trees vary. We then learn a linear SVM on the new mapped features Φ(x) using an off-the-shelf SVM software [4] . As a reference we also provide SVMs learned on the original feature space using a linear and a polynomial kernel. We also compare to a linear SVM in χ 2 -mapped space and a classifier learned using Rulefit [6] . Besides using each of our algorithms we recognize that they have different properties, the most prominent difference being the ability to partition the space versus fully used features. This suggests that they might be somewhat complimentary, so we also try to learn an SVM on the feature space that is given by several tree-based mappings combined.
In order to investigate the effects of joint feature interactions of different orders we perform experiments using trees of different depths. We parametrise the depth of the tree by K, the maximum number of splits allowed when learning the tree.
VOC2007 image classification
The image classification task aims to answer if an object is present in an image. This problem is typically approached with variations of Bag-of-words (BoW); we use a a spatial pyramid BoW approach in our experiments [9] . We use a dictionary of 1000 words and 4 spatial bins at the lowest level. The computational bottlenecks of BoW image classification are different from those of detection and kernel methods are actually feasible for some problems. This is a good reference experiment to demonstrate the case when well-adapted and approximable kernels exist. We compare to a Hellinger kernel mapping due to its simplicity and to an approximate χ 2 mapping due to its high performance and appropriateness for the problem.
INRIAPerson classification
We also perform image classification on the INRIAPerson pedestrian dataset following the procedure in [2] . We use both HOG (dimension=3360) and a simpler local binary pattern (LBP) [14] (dimension=7450) feature. INRIAPerson is divided into a training and test set with 2416 and 1132 positive examples respectively. We generate 13000 negative examples for the training, similar to what was used in the original paper. Many pedestrian detection applications require real-time performance, making high-dimensional features less attractive. We therefore only use the induced feature dimensions in this experiment. Since this dataset is considerably easier than VOC2007, the boosted tree performance saturates much sooner, and we only learn a classifier containing 2000 leaf nodes. Using only the induced features the dimensionality is therefore reduced by ≈ 10 times. In this case a χ 2 -mapping would result in 75670 feature dimensions (70 times higher than the tree-mapped approach), making it unsuitable from a performance perspective. Table 1 shows that our feature mappings significantly outperform the SVM learnt on the original HOG feature, and also perform better than the reference methods. The χ 2 approximation is of third degree as suggested in [16] , and that results in 7168 feature dimensions, which is more than twice the dimensionality of our tree-based mappings. The polynomial kernel is provided as reference, although using polynomial mapping is infeasible -degree-3 polynomial mapping would result in ≈ 1.8 9 dimensions. So looking at PCM as a polynomial mapping with varying feature normalisations, we can see that it is extremely sparse. At 3000 dimensions, figure 2 shows that the performance has not yet saturated and would increase more with additional dimensions. That PCM and LDM achieve significantly higher discriminative performance than the χ 2 -mapping is reasonable since they are learnt with the objective of being discriminative for each particular class. The χ 2 mapping is not particularly suited for this specific task (although it performs best of the additive homogeneous kernel approximations), but other kernels that might be better suited have no known accurate approximation.
Results

VOC2007 results
Of our algorithms LDM is the one most similar to the binary rules used in Rulefit [6] and [19] , and most accurately represents the decisions made by the boosted trees. PCM is the one where φ j (x) least faithfully represents the rule from which it was induced, yet produces the highest performance. We believe that this is related to the properties of the linear SVM classifier used as our final layer. Although LDM is closer to the original tree classifier in structure, able to partition the feature space, a linear SVM is not well suited for sparse features, that are zero for most examples. Figure 2 shows the performance for different tree sizes as the number of induced feature dimensions increases. As previously noted, trees of different depths capture different levels of interaction between features so we see different performance for different K values. This is also evident in figure 2d , where we see that the boosted tree classifier and the induced mapping that mixes trees of different sizes reach the highest performance. Beside capturing more complex joint feature interactions, deeper trees are more likely to overfit, which is probably the reason why K = 15 gives much worse performance than the other mappings. It is unclear if clear overfitting starts to occur at tree depth 4, or most of the discriminative feature interactions occur at orders zero to three, and are missed when using deeper trees.
We have argued that our proposed mappings have different properties, where LDM par- titions the space focusing on a number of similar examples, while PCM lacks this ability but instead has more information to be exploited in each dimension. Although PCM is the favourable choice for this setting it does not do as well on the toy problem, which illustrates that the different properties of the mappings can be suitable for different problems. We also see that the mappings are somewhat complementary as combining features from several mappings increases performance even more. We expected the tree-based mappings to beat the performance of the boosted classifier that was used to induce them, due to the theoretically well-founded max-margin properties of the linear SVM used as a final layer. That we get roughly the same results as the boosted trees should indicate that the margin maximisation property of boosting is quite apt. Rulefit, similarly to an SVM, also searches for a globally optimal rule combination, so we expected it to perform well in comparison, as it had previously outperformed boosted classifiers and random forests on typical machine learning datasets. We argue that boosting can result in better rules than Rulefit for high-dimensional problems. The number of possible feature combinations for the rules is d n , where d is the feature dimension and n is the tree depth. The high dimensionality of the HOG features makes the space of possible rules much larger than for low-dimensional machine learning problems and it could be that the greedy stepwise learning of a boosted classifier is better able to efficiently explore the huge space of rules.
Results for the VOC2007 image classification experiment are seen in table 2. The treebased mappings outperform the baseline but do not beat all the reference methods. The χ 2 kernel (and others) is particularly well suited for comparing discrete distributions -here represented as L1-normalized histograms of visual words. This relates to our point that our tree-based approach is a general way of learning a mapping for a given problem, without explicitly considering its properties or having a suitable kernel approximation. When a problem-optimal kernel and mapping exists there is little point, other than sparsity and feature selection, for using the more general approach of tree-based mapping.
INRIAPerson results
For the INRIA experiment the standard performance measurement is the miss rate vs. false positive rate(FPR) seen in figure 3 . The main area of interest is in the low-false-positive region, since the intended application is pedestrian detection. A false positive rate of 10 −4 corresponds to one false positive per image frame if your sliding window stride is 1/100 of the image size. At FPR 10 −4 we see that feature mapping reduces the miss rate by by 5.12% (25.65% relative improvement) for the HOG feature and 2.12% (26.06% relative improvement) for the HOG and LBP features combined. Although the figure is zoomedin on the low-fpr-region, the ordering of the curves is consistent in the higher-fpr-regions, which can be seen in the average precision numbers stated in the figure. Pedestrians in INRIA are well defined by their contour, which HOG describes well. LBP on the other hand is often used for texture description, and each feature dimension is simpler than that of HOG. It is therefore not surprising that the flexibility of the tree-based mapping results in larger improvements for the simpler feature than for the more complex. That the final LBP performance exceeds the performance of HOG could be because that the mapping learnt by the trees creates a more suitable feature than the hand-crafted HOG. Having a simpler and less constrained feature to start from could allow the trees to learn low-level feature combinations that are not possible with HOG.
Conclusions
A significant problem in object detection and classification is that non-linear methods are too expensive for many tasks, while the classes are not well separated by linear hyperplanes in existing feature spaces. We approach this problem introducing an intermediate mapping step where examples are mapped from a given feature space to one where they are easier to separate using a linear classifier. We learn boosted trees and induce our feature mapping from the decision rules of the boosted classifier. This way the complex non-linear decision boundary of the boosted classifier can be approximated by a linear one in the extended space. The greedy nature of boosting keeps the mapping sparse.
Using our method, a linear SVM classifier is able to achieve much higher performance than in the original feature space, which confirms the that a wider margin is possible in the new feature space.
Several existing kernel approximation methods are elegant, but we are currently not able to approximate all kernels, and few problems have a known optimal kernel. For a general classification case, we argue that our method is preferred over mapping to kernelapproximating space, since our feature mapping is learnt specifically for the problem, dataset and feature.
In this paper we have focused mainly on exploring and justifying our tree-based mapping algorithms. Since our method can be included in detection and classification frameworks that use linear classifiers, it would be interesting to see how the results translate to detection when used together with a complex linear model such as DPM [5] .
